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culture, being similar to finds recovered in Corsica, Sardinia and the
Etruscan tombs in Italy. The study of glass beads from the Sirkap site,
which dates from 200 B. C, to 100 A. D. has, on the other hand, revealed
some influence of the Roman Empire.
Ohanda, Ramaprasad,—Harappa.   SO.  VI,   pp.   377-381,   1
plate.	[38
A detailed review of   excavation work done at Harappa, based on
Madho Sarup Vat's Excavations at Harajpa, Delhi, 1940. (See ABIHI, III,
No. 1587)
Ohilde, V. Gordon,—[Excavation   at   Harappa],   by   Madhu
Sarup Vats, Delhi 1940, See ABIHI III, No. 1587.       [39
"	the historian of civilisation is profoundly indebted to Mr. Vats
for his clear and scholarly report. The delay in its appearance cannot
be regarded as at all excessive, especially when it be remembered that
the author had to write his report in the intervals between his normal
duties as Inspector and then as Deputy Director-General of Archaeology.
His Department and the Government of India must be commended for
producing the work so lavishly at so very modest a price. Of course I
should have liked larger figures in many instances but that would have
raised the cost The blocks, all made in India and including a coloured
reproduction of a polychrome jar, show a high standard of workmanship.
The reading is facilated by good type and very helpful marginal headings.
Appendices deal with technical subjects. Analyses of the bronzes by
Dr. Sana Ullah disclose in all samples both nickel and arsenic as im-
purities. He points out that precisely these elements occur in the Raj-
putana ores that may therefore very likely represent the sources of the
Indian copper, Mr. Vats himself adds a note on relics from other prehis-
toric sites, including Rupar on the Sutlej, 200 miles east of Harappa.
Though typical painted pottery and seals were not picked up at this
remote spot, the relics figured can all be matched in the Harappa culture
of which Rupar can thus be regarded as the furthest outpost" Aty. XV,
M- 59> PP* 292-295*
Das, Dwarika Nath,—Euins of Mayapur.   JABS. VIII, Pt
2. pp. 43-49.	[40
Describes some remains of the ancient Mayapur in Assam, on a hill
called Ita. The writer narrates the traditional story of a refugee king
from Assanvbuilding a fort on Ita. Suggests that Mayapur may have
association with the name of Hita, and the capital of the refugee king
Mayamatta.
Dikshit,  Moreshwar CL,—Fresh  Light   on  the   Pitajkhora
Caves.   JBHS. VL pp. 112-121.	"    [41
Describes the caves. Apart from the peculiarity of the stone surfaced
structural walls, necessitated by the friability of the rock, points out an
important point—the stone ribs in the quadrantal roof of the aisles. At
Bhaja and Kondane both the vaults and the aisles have been ribbed with
wood. The stone structure in the aisles of this chatty a therefore marks
an advanced stage in the gradual transformation of th*e wooden struc-
tures into stone, a fact; which'is also noticed in-tHe cave'XKfe.' 10 at
Ajanta,		 '.",'•..:-, . .'

